LAWYER INVOLVEMENT IN software businesses continues to increase. One notable area is open source software (OSS), which is gaining popularity in various organizations. 1, 2 To maximize software's potential, we must examine how users can leverage it. The key legal instrument for this-the software license-is usually chosen by the source code's author. The license defines and divides the rights to a certain piece of software and dictates what users can and can't do with it. Thus, the license isn't just a commercial and technical tool but also a juridical (and sometimes even a political) one, meaning it's of interest to anyone working with software, not just lawyers. OSS research has focused on explaining licensing issues 3, 4 and their interplay with the community. [5] [6] [7] [8] But how do software companies choose a suitable license?
We participated in a European industry project (see the "Background Studies" sidebar). During the project, we observed how partner companies struggled with the complex interplay of issues related to licensing terms and obligations while conducting their business. They faced even greater difficulties when estimating the impact of choosing a particular license. We provided our partners with a model of OSS license decision-making and, based on their feedback, summarize our findings for a wider audience.
License Choices
OSS development has special legal characteristics. Under normal working conditions, a software company has an employment contract with its employees designed to benefit both parties. In traditional software development, the relationship between employee and company is quite formal, and the contract transfers certain rights to the employer. Intellectual property law often protects these rights, and contracts usually include detailed explanations about who gains what software rights. When the company owns these intellectual property rights, it can license the product for a defined price. Figure 1a illustrates this traditional situation.
When a company develops software through an open source community, it can only contract with employees participating in the project. Companies that choose to publish the source code and engage in open development hope to gain external contributions from other stakeholders such as customers, partners, and voluntary developers using a variety of business models to gain revenue. For other stakeholders, the legal relationship is based on the open source license, under which the initial source code is published for the community. Figure 1b depicts this situation.
Companies in the open source model can also contract work to other customers, competitors, vendors, and subcontractors, which can complicate the legal situation and create chains of rights and additional contracts. However, the crucial difference in Figure 1 is the relationship between paid developers and external contributors. We aren't implying that the community contribution would be free of obligations, but it can't be covered by an employment contract unless the company chooses to employ all the developers. Sometimes, companies engage other types of contracts to guarantee contribution, such as partnership agreements or sales contracts. However, the main legal tool is the software license. Both the open source community-"employees"-and users are parties to the license. Thus, companies should pay special attention when choosing a license in this development scenario: the wrong choice could result in lost revenue or even loss of control over development.
To help with license decisions, the Open Source Initiative (OSI; www. opensource.org) has set 10 minimum requirements for an open source license to gain the "OSI certifi ed" label. This certifi cation guarantees that both developers and industry will accept the license. We can divide OSI-certifi ed licenses into two opposite camps. Restrictive licenses include the lesser general public license (LGPL), general public license (GPL), and Mozilla public license (MPL). Permissive licenses include the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD), and Apache licenses. 3, 9 Table 1 shows the main differences among these and commercial software licenses.
Permissive licenses (MIT, BSD, and Apache) have academic roots. They allow, but don't require, the distribution of source code for derivative works. 3, 6 Developers can also use these licenses to create a proprietary good and don't have to attribute code contributed by someone else in the community. The MIT license is the simplest to use. 6 MIT and BSD licenses permit commercial use of the software for both the licensor and licensee. The only restriction is that the name of the license, the names of the code creators, and the warranty clause can't be removed from the software. The Apache license resembles university licenses in many aspects, but Apache 2.0 is juridically more detailed and spells out the implicit assumptions of the MIT and the BSD licenses. 6 What differentiates Apache License 2.0 is the option to use other licenses for the Apache Richard Stallman, founder of the Free Software Foundation, generated GPL, which is the most popular OSS license. GPL follows the OSI definitions but includes a component that also affects derivative works, meaning that if a company uses the GPL license to open development, it must publish the final product's source code, as well as any derivative of it, under the same GPL license. The LGPL is a little less restrictive: it still originates from the Free Software Foundation, but direct modifications to LGPL software must be licensed under the same license or GPL. The combination can be licensed under another license, even a proprietary one. 3 Netscape crafted MPL in 1998 when it decided to open the source code of its Internet browser. 6 Since then, other corporate open source projects have used MPL and modified it further to suit their particular needs. The license has a reciprocity stipulation just like GPL, forcing contributors to give all source code modifications back to the community. Some versions of GPL differ slightly, but we excluded them and double-licensed software from this study's scope.
Existing OSI-certified licenses differ from each other materially. Knowing the different licenses and their characteristics is essential for OSS in company usage, but this knowledge isn't enough. The company must consider the interplay of its business model 4, 6 and its project management when choosing a license. 5 Larger software companies can sometimes alter existing terms to meet their needs and thus create a new license. 10 
License and Business Models
Several thorough overviews on OSS business models already exist-for example, see the work of Frank Hecker, 11 Martin Fink, 12 and Risto Rajala, Jussi Nissilä, and Mika Westerlund 13 -so we concentrate here on linking the license and business models. Based on our empirical research, we found that business goals, selected business models, and licensing decisions are closely interrelated. Our research shows that companies can and should take different motivations into account when making licensing decisions. The companies in our study carefully considered three aspects of motivation: externalities, developer motivation, and community leadership. In addition, company size also affected decision-making. We directed the licensing interviews to a rich subset of companies developing software and benefiting from it as part of their offering. We chose the respondents on the basis of their expertise on OSS licenses. In small companies, the respondent was the CEO; in large companies, it was either the country manager or the open source department head or legal advisor. The main criterion was that the company initially published the source code and didn't just utilize open source components in some end product.
Numerous papers reported the results of our project. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] community. So we have no other option than to take the license they are using." But usually, the company must choose a specifi c license. For example, because GPL includes a reciprocity stipulation, every project it's combined with must be licensed under GPL. If the company wants to use an existing GPL project or a GPL component for its own purposes, the resulting code must also be licensed under GPL. 8 Business repercussions can arise if a company can't integrate a product into existing systems. Companies have lost customers because their existing systems didn't allow for a certain license, and crucial existing components sometimes get rejected because they could have caused problems for users.
Developer Motivation
If a company considers OSS because of competitive advantage, then it must also address community developer motivation. For companies that built their "own" communities, the license is a major tool for gaining trust among potential members. Companies often chose GPL or LGPL to signal that they want a particular software to remain open. Some companies attempt to motivate their employees by having the employment contract guarantee that they will release all software produced for the company under an OSS license. As one respondent indicated, "We fi rst thought about how to get our partners [competitors] interested in our product, and that drove the choice toward GPL. But we also considered that GPL could motivate other people to join." Choosing a certain license is just part of creating motivation, but the license is the foundation onto which community cooperation is built.
Community Leadership
Companies choose licenses to retain control of development and minimize forking. Some have even assigned their employees to work in the OSS community. One respondent noted, "Our own employees that are involved in the development help to manage the project." License control is in line with earlier literature: to have a successful OSS project, the company must participate in the coding process. "In the most important projects, we have a strong occupation. In addition, we contribute a lot to other communities to show that we are a capable company that should be taken seriously, and so we get merit in the communities," noted a development manager of a large telecommunications company. Permissive licenses may prove problematic if no strong leadership exist in the project. 3 The permissive licenses (BSD and MIT) include copyright notifi cation to the original source code author, so even if a competitor forks the project, people will know who began the work. 8 Companies must consider software forking, or the possibility of not getting any code returned, when deciding which license to use.
Company Size
It's hardly surprising that company size has a dramatic effect on licensing decisions. Size is often related to company or software age, too. Small size magnifi es the risks of making wrong licensing choices, but some smaller companies are very skillful in their analyses or acquire outside legal expertise to avoid unnecessary risks. Small companies with fewer resources often start from a certain community-developed product or from the business model they intend to use without considering the license implications. Large companies often have more leeway in comparing different alternatives and try to infl uence community members in ways other than choosing a certain license. Conversely, smaller companies often benefi t more from community goodwill.
Business Model
All the factors we just described determine the context for choosing the right license. But ultimately, companies must match the license with a compatible business model. If they use the traditional OSS model of selling support, the license can be very restrictive, but if they plan to sell a proprietary software asset, they have fewer options. Some early choices can even invalidate a business model. The choice of license has pathdependence for possible business models. For example, choosing GPL-the most popular license among developers and the most restrictive from a business perspective-limits available business models. Conversely, choosing a popular license can provide the critical mass of developers for the product and thus engender better chances of success. Companies must fi rst choose whether they will aim to make a profi t by selling
• support, • connected hardware, or • commercial software. 12, 13 The fi rst two options are similar in that the original license doesn't change when distribution and profi ts begin. Experience shows that licensing choices are tied to long-term software support costs. Predicting support costs over the software's entire life cycle is diffi cult, especially in the early stages. However, it can also lead to good payback. Choosing a good OSS package can help reduce support costs significantly compared to building internal software assets and maintaining them. Apple exemplifi ed this approach with its dramatic decision to base its OS X operating system on top of a Unixvariant (BSD-licensed), scrapping decades of internal software development. This was a risky move, which in Apple's case proved successful. This decision is especially interesting when compared to the role of the OSS stack in the Android ecosystem or Nokia's Meego.
We observed a certain level of anxiety in interviews concerning the shift from license-based to service-based pricing, especially with companies that had started in the closed source code business and license sales. Companies grounded in the 100 percent revenue model are somewhat hesitant to move toward a software-as-a-service model because they don't want to exclude the possibility of gaining revenue from license sales. The more terms or agreements added to the license, the more complicated these combinations get and the less they will resemble OSIdefi ned licenses. Even the largest companies have already relinquished their own licenses because they didn't enable external contribution. Additional agreements might have a similar effect.
T he implications of this study are especially important for small software companies that don't have as many resources as large companies. There's a fi ne line between a permissive license with a smaller community that has secured immaterial property rights and a restrictive license with a larger community that has no copyright ownership or license sales. The correct license for a project depends on the nature of the product and the company's intentions. Our study indicates that we're living in a critical junction in software creation. One trend is increasing openness and seeking revenue primarily by selling services, and the other is heading toward closed domain software development. 
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